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the church and would injure the work of the church and therefore by the

removal of this woman from the earth, a good purpose was accomplished

the church was prevented from having a great scandal and having injury

be done to it. And therefore though the means was a bed means, the end

was a,ctually an end that was for the glory of God and therefore the sIn

which the man had committed was a sin which he must atone for, perhaps

put a few candles before a statue of the Virgin or something, but it

was not a great heinous sin because it had a good purpose and that pur-

pose for the glory of the church. Well now that may be an extreme ex
they

ample but in the writings of the Jesuits and in the things which/are re

puted on good authority to have done from time to time, there are evi

dences of many which would be-some wholly as bad as that and many of

them nearly as badas that. And in the course of the next wtwo or

three centuries they got a reputation in Europe for slyness and trickery

in accomplishing their purpose and they became very much hated in many

Roman Catholic countries and to this day there are many Roman Catholics

and many members of other orders who greatly detest the Jesuits for

their deeds and for their attitudes but their power is such that none

dare go against them. There are others of course who greatly 3txlike them

because they put great stress on developing a character and an attitude

in their men which is very, very pleasant - they practically never engage

in heated arguments or discussions - they are most kindly and friendly

and helpful and they let others do that. And they'll bring the Inquisi

tion against the others if the others don't do kakwhat they should.

It's a very cleverly worked out arrangement and of course the spiritual

exercises and the whole training build up a great enthusiasm and emotional

feeling that sees the (k.5) is supreme and far ahead of

anything else in the world and makes the men as a whole so utberly de

voted to it that they are a most wonderful instrument for the accomplish
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